Urban land use spatial layout model research has been suffered from static model to dynamical model. The traditional model and theory like static, macroscopic or determinate model sometimes made the urbanize land use change immoderate simplify. The non-linear effect of microcosmic and macroscopical urban agent were embodied in the decision-making process of urban land use planning. In this paper, the authors focused on how to construct a intelligent mode based on multi-agent system from four aspect. These four aspect were urban agent organizational structure, urban agent information communion formal syntax, urban agent behavior reasoning rule and behavior decision-making. The simulative experiment was made as case study of Wuhan city. In paper's experiment, the urban agent included resident agent, corporation and government agent. Proposed model could provide auxiliary decision information for urban land use spatial layout planning.
Introduction
The process of urban land use spatial layout was embodied self organization behavior which under macro control supervising. In order to obtain more advantage, large number of macroscopical and microcosmic urban agent has willing to occupy the optimal location of city land use [1] [2] [3] .
Those land utilization spatial development research traditional methods including time series method, regression forecasting method, gray model forecasting method, Markov chain prediction method and comprehensive judgment method [4] [5] . The traditional methods simplistic and quantitative forecast analysis with formula which were mostly based on mechanistic Newtonian mechanics physical and static model [6] [7] [8] .
The Proposed Model Construction

The Conceptual Model of Agent Organization Structure
The unit agent model architecture is shown as Fig. 1 . • Belief database denotes the agent-self, surrounding environment and other agent factual knowledge.
• Knowledge database denotes the correlative knowledge to complete a certain specifically task. It also denotes the condition for such knowledge to be application.
• Intention database was the task for agent system to be chosen at current station or the future time.
• Target was the desire of system and the expected behavior.
• Event queue database preserved the sensing trigger events of system (such as: communication event, environmental event and internal event).
• Planning decision process according to the agent's beliefs, knowledge, goals, intentions and events planning. This process was the core component of system to determine the current behavior and updating its state.
The Formal Syntax Model of Agent Structure
According to the foregoing conceptual description, authors established the solid model of multiagent organization structure which based on seven tuple description. The solid model of multiagent organization was described as following. 
OS = {O
The Rule-based Reasoning Model of Agent Organization
The action of agent was carried out based on a series of child behavior sequence [11] [13] . In this paper, the authors defined the agent complex behavior as following:
where: f was composite function which denoted the combinatorial action of agent. f was defined as the following recursive process:
(1) If Action1 and Actions2 were agent action, then Action1 ∝ Actions2 was also agent action.
Where ∝ denote join function, it described that Action1 was firstly performed and then Action2 was performed secondly.
(2) If Action1 and Actions2 were agent action, then Action1 ∧ Actions2 was also agent action.
Where ∧ denote union function, it described that Action1 can performed in together with Action2.
(3) If Action1 and Actions2 were agent action, then Action1 ∨ Actions2 was also agent action.
Where ∨ denote or function, it described that Action1 and Action2 can stochastic perform.
(4) If Action1, Actions2 and Actions3 were agent action, then (Action1 ∧ Actions2 )· Actions3 was also agent action. Where · denote not peer-to-peer connection, it described that if Action1 or Action2 was accomplished then Action3 will be perform. In this paper, the authors combined production system and computer program language to realize the rule-based reasoning model process of agent organization like following.
If < Condition > T hen < Action >
The description for this rule-based reasoning model is as following.
(1) The condition parameter was event to bring specifically reasoning rule. It was environmental perception information based on agent belief.
(2) Agent control mechanisms detect the inference rule database in a certain clock period. It selects the rules of inference which satisfied the given conditions into cation queue to be waiting for perform.
(3) Agent control mechanisms select the high level inference rules to perform according the priority level principle.
(4) Sensor model performs the rules of reasoning process. According to the change of external environment, it will interrupt the current tasks to perform the higher-level events or cancel the impossible implementation.
(5) The number of action will be increasing along with the rule-based reasoning implementation.
In order to realize the experiment with computer programming language, authors defined the rule table based on W hen If T hen relation model according the foregoing inference rule formal description (shown as Fig. 3 Authors propose the reasoning rule function as following.
Rule(N umber, T ype, W hen, If, T hen, Active, M ark, P riority)
where:
Number: was the sequence number of inference rules. Type: was the type of inference rules. It was used to divide inference rules for different decision problems T ype parameter would narrow the search space of inference rules. When: was the trigger event of one given inference rules action. It was the change information of new object or new environment. If: was the condition of inference rules context producing. Then: was the series of goal or action of agent that should achieved. Active: was the enabled marker for given inference rule. If one inference rule was be activated the enabled marker was T (true), otherwise the enabled marker was F (false). Mark: was the be used marker for given inference rule. If one inference rule was be activated or cannot be activated the marker was F (false), otherwise the marker was T (true). Priority: was the priority information for given inference rule.
The Decision Making Model of Agent Organization
In this paper, the authors proposed that the process of agent organization decision making was multivariate and multilevel fuzzy decision process [12] [13] . Authors presented detail description about the decision making model as following.
Defining A i (i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n) was the optimal solution set for n series solution. , 1, 2, ..., m) was the factor set for m series factor. The weights set for factor was ω k (k = 
The step of decision making is as following description.
(1) Establishing precedence relation matrix. In this paper, the author firstly established series single factor fuzzy priority relation matrix like.
where: b 
(2) Reconstruction B k (k = 1, 2, ..., m) was fuzzy consistent matrix like following Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) .
For ∀l = 1, 2, ..., n there is:
(3) Calculating the single factor optimization value S k i for A i project at the µ k factor by using square root algorithms like Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) .
(4) Categorize the multiple factors comprehensive membership degree. By the following Eq. (14) to calculate the integrated optimal membership degree for each programme.
Then obtained the order of advantages and disadvantages for n programme at m series factor according S i value magnitude order. 
(6) At high level, the authors made each subsystem as a factor and then calculate the comprehensive superiority degree value for every programme.
where ϖ 1 , ϖ 2 , ..., ϖ m was weights set for m series subsystem and satisfied ∑ m1 i=1 ϖ i = 1. The system carried out decision making process according the order of T i value.
A Case Study
General Situation of Research Area
Wuhan is the capital city of Hubei province which located at the central part of China. It located at the eastern Jianghan plain and the middle reaches of the Yangtze river and Han river interchange. It is our country mid area important industrial base and traffic, communication hub. The terrain undulating landscape dominated the hilly and plain interlaced. This terrain was a strong influence on the city space development and layout. In this paper, authors made Wuhan city as a case study to research the spatial layout based on the proposed method.
Data Source and Research Process
In this paper, the data for experiment was digital map with attributes database. The data was be map projective transformation and map coordinate rectify. The experiment system supported the attribute data of Microsoft SQL2000 file format, Shape file format and spatial data of ArcGIS, ArcView. The attribute data and spatial data was dividual managed and joined with the given key word. The experimental procedure was described as following steps (shown as Fig. 4 ).
Step 1 System parameters and input data setting. At this step, threshold value, constant value and evolutionary time etc system parameters was predefined. Presented land use data, road traffic data, business service level layer data and land use price element data were also embodied into system and made spatial overlay. Step 2 Cell space dynamic partition based on quad-tree theory. Reasonable data cell resolution setting could reduce the model complex degree in computer simulation, on the other hand, could guarantee the cell space unit attribute homogeneity. In this paper, authors firstly analyze the geographic cell entity unit whether the property of homogeneous. The system divide the non homogeneous property geographic cell space based on quad-tree theory.
Step 3 Decision making model of agent organization. The inhabitant agent, corporation agent and government agent firstly obtained the local cell spatial information from spatial layout map data. Secondly integrated the social and economic information including residents income, transport commuting cost and profit of enterprise from attribute data. The agent employ multivariate and multilevel fuzzy decision method to make final decision according agent self knowledge and the exchange information with other agent. System update the geographic cell entity unit information after urban agent decision making. The urban agent decision making information affect the latter agent to make decision.
Step 4 Calculating the conversion rule of geographic cell entity unit and then determine the cell evolution state. The factors was multi level and the weights also different. In this paper, authors divided these factors into three levels like view, macroscopical and microcosmic. And then defined the local rules formula, general constraint rules formula and mandatory constraint rules formula. Based on those rules formula and weights, authors calculate the transition probability of geographic cell entity to different land use status. The evolution state for geographic cell entity was confirmed according to the maximum membership principle of transition probability.
Step 5 Updating the information of geographic cell entity after accomplishing the single cell entity evolution state simulation. System traverse all the research area to cycle all geographic cell entity. Experiment complete the spatial evolution simulation of all the research area according to the set time of evolution and termination conditions.
Results and Discussion
In this paper, authors simulate the 2010's spatial layout based on 1990's land use database by using the proposed method. In order to obtain reasonable model parameters, authors compare the correlation degree between 2010's simulative data and the actual data. The precision evaluation coefficient of correlation degree was Kappa coefficient like following equation [14] [15] .
where: x ii was the factor located at the error matrix main diagonal, x i+ was the summation located at i matrix row, x +i was the summation located at i matrix line.
The Kappa coefficient value was 0.8053 between 2010's simulative data and the actual land use data in this experiment. Only from the view of coefficient value that the precision of model did't very perfect. But city's evolution tendency of experiment basically consistent with its reality status. It shown that the proposed intelligent model was significant value. (Fig. 5 shown the 2010's simulative and actual land use data of Wuhan city) Authors simulated and predicted the 2020's spatial distribution data of Wuhan city based on 2010's actual land use data by using the proposed model. (Fig. 6 was the 2010's actual data and 2020's simulative land use data) From (Fig. 6) analysis, authors discovered the evolution tendency presented the following character.
(1) Land use density of Wuhan city center will increase further. The axial pushing force begins to fade at urban spatial layout form. The potential of infill development will less and less. (2) Role of road traffic all the same significant at the city land use spatial development process. The conversion tendency from agricultural to construction land use still aggravating for land unit along with the traffic corridor.
(3) Land use changes tendency greatly at marginal zone of urban. The suburban area of urban has excellent ability of economic attraction for far urban.
(4) Spatial evolution tendency of urban will changed from progressive axial propelling charge development to leaping dispersive development. The adjacent lake area, adjacent forest and adjacent ecological area will constructed large numbers of city residential area.
Summary and Conclusion
The proposed model based on multi-agent system was consider the non-linear effect of microcosmic and macro role at the process of urban spatial layout evolution decision-making. But city's land use spatial layout evolution was an extremely complex process. How to establish the agent close to reality reasoning rule was the further research. How to obtain model parameters by the model which efficiently combines with neural network model was also another further research direction.
